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Summary

The Electronic Navigation Research Institute (ENRI) is currently implementing the IP SNDCFs for IPv4 and IPv6 in BIS routers in order to validate the current SARPs and to investigate issues relating to the use of IP sub-networks for ATN communication. ENRI is appealing for partners to carry out connection tests, particularly of the IPv6 SNDCF, during Japanese fiscal year 2007 (April 2007 – March 2008).











Introduction
The Electronic Navigation Research Institute is currently implementing the IP sub-network convergence function (IP SNDCF) in order to validate the draft technical provisions [1] and to pave the way for further investigations of use of IP sub-networks for aeronautical communication. The IP SNDCF is viewed as an important step for the convergence of the current OSI-based ATN standards with the widespread Internet Protocol Suite (IPS) protocols. This information paper describes the current activities and future work plans.
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Discussion
Current Work
ENRI and Oki Electric Industry Co. are currently implementing the draft technical provisions for the IPv4 and IPv6 versions of the IP SNDCF in an experimental ATN router. After implementation work, ENRI plans to perform internal validation tests based on work carried out by EUROCONTROL [2]. This is expected to be complete within this financial year.
Future Plans
ENRI is appealing for partners to carry out IPv4 and IPv6 connection tests during the next Japanese financial year (beginning April 2007) in order to validate its own IP SNDCF implementations and to further validate the technical provisions. While the IPv4 SNDCF has been tested with two independently-developed implementations [2], as far as ENRI is aware the same level of validation has not yet been achieved for the IPv6 SNDCF.
In the future, ENRI plans to demonstrate ATN-over-IP encapsulation in a more realistic context (across separate IP networks), and to look at issues such as sub-network security (use of IPsec) and resilience. Also, ENRI plans to implement the IP SNDCF in End Systems, to demonstrate the operation of ES-IS over the IP SNDCF.
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